
Clive Disher Science Camp (Bairnsdale and Sale Joeys). 

Our science camp explored soundwaves, gravitational and 
mechanical waves. 

Our photo story and short videos from the Clive Disher Science 
Camp can be viewed here: https://youtu.be/ha0m55iWiuk  
 

Details of each of the science experiments can be viewed here: 

RISK WARNINGS ARE HIGHLIGHTED THROUGHOUT 

To defeat the evil mad scientist, we need to conquer a number of challenges to find the invisible energy waves.  
For every challenge you complete you will collect 1 piece of a jigsaw. Once all the challenges are complete you will 
be able to complete the 12-piece jigsaw (jigsaw template on page 9 of document), unlock the evil mad scientist 
box and destroy his super power energy source. 

There will be two groups each competing for separate hidden energy treasure (a mixture of Joeys). 
 
At the start everyone gets a large bag with a label to store their own science experiments, so they can take them 
home. This becomes their science bag! 
 
To find these invisible energy waves, first, we need to talk about what a wave is.  
 
HAND SANITISER TIME 
 
Challenge 1: Can we work as one big group to make a huge model of a wave to show how waves work? 
Using the following video as a wave machine guide: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VE520z_ugcU 
Equipment required (one group) 

 >50 Kebab sticks [WARNING KEBAB STICKS CAN BE SHARP] 
 Duct tape (4m) 
 Scissors (save the scissors for future experiments) [WARNING SCISSORS ARE SHARP] 
 >100 Marshmallows 

What happens if I lift the marshmallows higher or lower to start the wave? 
What happens if I start the wave more quickly / more slowly? 
What happens if we remove the marshmallows? 
[DISPOSE OF WAVE MACHINE IN THE RUBBISH BIN WHEN COMPLETED] 
 
Sound is a wave. And most sound like my voice, right now, is travelling through air.  
So, let’s find out more about air.  Air might seem invisible but air is made from matter.   
 

  



Challenge 2: If air is made of matter it must have a mass.  

But when I look at the empty kitchen scales. There is air on the scales but the scales say zero grams - are you sure?  

Can we weigh air?  

Using the following video as a balloon scale guide: 
See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o5LT_wfI98w  
Equipment (group experiment – Demonstration):  

 Kitchen Scales 
 Two Balloons [CAREFUL INFLATING THE BALLOONS – USE A PUMP IF NECESSARY] 
 Long Stick (from campsite) 
 Three Pieces of string (about 50cm each) 
 Scissors (save the scissors for future experiments) [WARNING SCISSORS ARE SHARP] 

[DISPOSE OF BALLOONS AND STRING IN THE RUBBISH BIN WHEN COMPLETED] 
 
Did we show that air has a mass and therefore contains matter. Yes. Challenge completed! 

 

Challenge 3: If air contains matter, can that matter move? Can we move the matter in air to launch a rocket?  

To make paper rocket launchers, see the following video as a guide: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ePRzvS3sceQ  
Equipment (individual experiment): 

 Paper (small square of paper per person) 
 Sticky tape (save the sticky tape for future experiments) 
 Scissors (save the scissors for future experiments) [WARNING SCISSORS CAN BE SHARP] 
 Textas (save the textas for future experiments) 
 Paper Straw (one per person) [NO SHARING OF STRAWS OR ROCKETS] 

Did we move air matter to launch a rocket? Yes. Challenge completed! Store rockets in your science bag. 

HAND SANITISER TIME 

 

Challenge 4: If air contains matter can we control the way we move objects? Can we move chocolates by moving 
air?  

Sucking up smarties with straws  
See the following video as a guide: https://elliekellyblog.co/the-smartie-race-game/  
Equipment (individual experiment): 

 Paper Straw (one per person) [NO SHARING OF STRAWS, CUPS OR CHOCOLATES] 
 Two paper cups  
 Two bags of chocolates (Smarties/M&M and Maltesers) 

Did we move air matter to lift chocolates? Yes. Challenge completed! 

Joey energy booster required. Joeys can eat their own Smarties and Maltesers. Dispose of remaining material in 
the recycling. 

HAND SANITISER TIME 

 
You might still not be convinced? How do we know that it is this moving matter making the sound. Well we can 
feel it. Hum a note and place your hand gently against your throat. You can feel the vibration of the air. The same 
happens in some musical instruments. 

  



Challenge 5: Can we make a musical instrument where we can feel the soundwaves moving? 

To make paper towel Kazoos, you need: 
Equipment (individual experiment): 

 Paper towel roll (one per person)[NO SHARING OF PAPER TOWEL ROLLS] 
 Scissors (save the scissors for future experiments) [WARNING SCISSORS CAN BE SHARP] 
 Baking paper (15cm x 15cm square) 
 Rubber bands (one per person) 
 Textas to share for decoration (save the textas for future experiments) 

Instructions to make are on the next page. 
Did we make an instrument and feel the soundwaves? What did they feel like? Challenge completed. Store the 
paper towel Kazoo in your science bag. 

 
Picture of the instructions taken from science reader “Curious Pearl, Science Girl: Masters Sound” pg 21. 



So I think we know what waves look like and are now convinced that Air contains Matter – so air contains stuff. 
 
So lets think of an ocean. Waves are made up of moving water. 
 
Sound is also a wave and needs to travel through “stuff” – air, water, objects, etc… 
Soundwave travels through the air because there is “stuff” in the air. 
 
In outer space there is no matter, you can not hear, there is no sound. 
 
The waves at the beach all look the same, but soundwaves are not all the same. We made different waves on our 
wave machine. We can make high sounds and low pitch sounds and loud and quiet sounds. If sound travels 
through the air like waves then how do we make different sounds. How does a musical instrument work? 

 

Challenge 6: Can we make different sounds by changing the length of tubes of air?  

To make Paper Panpipes see the following video as a guide: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BaymX3qJRbQ  
Equipment (individual experiment): 

 2-3 paper straws [NO SHARING OF STRAWS] 
 Sticky tape (save the sticky tape for future experiments) 
 Scissors (save the scissors for future experiments) [WARNING SCISSORS CAN BE SHARP] 

What did you notice? Are the longer tubes of air – higher or lower pitch notes?  

Did we make different sounds? Yes. Challenge Completed. Store the paper panpipes in your science bag. 

HAND SANITISER TIME 

 

Challenge 7: Now can we make those different sounds into a tune? Using what we know about different lengths of 
tubes, can we make music? 

To make glass bottles sing instructions, see the ‘Make glass bottles sing’ SciScout challenge card. See page 17-19 of 
document for a copy.   
Equipment (group experiment): 

 6 identical glass jars per group [WARNING USE JARS CAREFULLY AS GLASS CAN BREAK] 
 Water [WARNING – WATER CAN BE A SLIP HAZARD IF THERE IS A FLOOR- NOT AS RELEVANT ON GRASS] 
 6 Spoons 
 Musical tunes cards. See page 10-11 of document for printable copies.   
 Musical jar labels. See page 12 of document for printable copies. 

Could we make a tune from the sounds? Yes. Challenge Completed. 

[TIP OUT WATER CAREFULLY AND ADULTS DISPOSE OF GLASS JARS IN RECYCLING] 
 
Hey. I said at the start that sound is a wave and needs to travel through “stuff” – air, water, objects, etc… Can we 
get sound to travel long distances through objects? 

Let’s try? 

 

  



Challenge 8: Can we get sound to travel long distances through objects? 

To make string telephones, see the ‘String telephones’ SciScout challenge card (page 20 of document). 
Equipment (individual experiment / work in pairs): 

 Two paper cups per person 
 String (about 3-4m per person) 
 Two Paper clips (if necessary) 
 Pencil or nail to poke holes in the base of the cups [WARNING NAILS ARE SHARP. ADULT HELP REQUIRED] 

 
What happens when the string is loose?  

What happens when the string is tight?  

Which is better to transmit the sound? 

Did we get sound to travel long distances through objects? Yes. Challenge completed. 

[CAREFULLY UNDO CUP USED BY PARTNER AND SWAP WITH YOUR PARTNER. REMAKE TELEPHONE SO BOTH CUPS 
WERE THE ONES YOU PUT TO YOUR MOUTH. MAKE SURE LEADERS HAVE NAILS STORED SECURELY] Store 
Telephone in your science bag. 
 

HAND SANITISER 

Half-day review and reflect: I think that these first eight challenges have shown us what a wave looks like, how 
waves can change in size – big and little (amplitude) and speed – fast and slow (frequency). We have proven that 
air has matter and that sound travels like waves through that matter. But are there other types of invisible waves 
other than sound? 

 

Joey energy booster required.  Put ALL items aside and break for a meal. 

HANDWASHING TIME  

 

There are other types of invisible waves other than sound? We are now going to learn about gravity, mechanical 
waves and forces. 

Blow up a balloon and release it.  

[CAREFUL INFLATING THE BALLOONS – USE A PUMP IF NECESSARY. DON’T AIM FOR ANYONE] 

What happened? It flies everywhere. It falls to the ground. [FIND BALLOON AND DISPOSE IN THE RUBBISH BIN] 

 

Challenge 9: Can we control this motion (movement)? 

To make a balloon on a string, see: https://sciencebob.com/make-a-balloon-rocket/  
Equipment (group experiment) 

 Balloon [CAREFUL INFLATING THE BALLOONS – USE A PUMP IF NECESSARY] 
 Straw 
 Sticky tape (save remainder for later experiments) 
 String (3m long) 

Did the balloon go in one direction? What direction did the air go, what direction did the balloon go? 

The filled balloon had stored energy that when released became motion. Challenge completed. 

[DISPOSE OF EXPERIMENT IN THE RUBBISH BIN] 



Challenge 10: Can I change its direction and speed?  

Drop a bouncy ball. What happened? 

Why did the ball fall? What is the roll of gravity? 

The lifted ball had stored energy that when released became motion. 

To make a pendulum, see the ‘Pendulum’ SciScout challenge card. See page 15-16 of document for a copy.   
Equipment (group experiment) 

 Small rock or twig (instead of Lego brick) 
 String (~80cm) 
 Scissors (save for future experiments) 
 Blue Tac 
 Timer (use mobile phones) 

How long does ten swings take?  

What happens if you change the mass of the rock/twig? Do the ten swings happen faster/slower/the same?  

What happens if you lift the rock/twig higher to start? Do the ten swings happen faster/slower/the same? 

The lifted ball again had stored energy that when released became motion. Challenge Completed. 

[DISPOSE OF EXPERIMENT IN THE RUBBISH BIN] 

 

Challenge 11: Can I create something to launch a ball? 

To make a catapult, see ‘Projectile motion’ SciScout challenge card. See page 14 of document for a copy.   
Equipment (individual experiment): 

 5 Popsicle sticks 
 5 elastic bands 
 Wooden spoon 
 Pom pom 
 One central cup/tub/bucket [WARNING AIM AT BUCKET NOT AT PEOPLE] 

What happens if you change the size of pom pom? What happens if you bring the catapult closer or further from 
the bucket? What happens if you pull down harder on the spoon before releasing the pom pom?  
The catapult had stored energy when pulled back and then when released the energy became motion. Challenge 
Completed. Store the catapults in your science bag. 

 

Challenge 12: Can we do the same for Paper? 

To make paper aeroplanes there are some different models of paper airplane instructions on the following page. 

Equipment (Individual experiment): 
 Paper [WARNING DON’T AIM PLANES AT PEOPLE] 
 Textas (for decoration) 

What changes the way they fly? What makes the plane move? 

Throwing the plane gives the plane thrust, the wing design gives the planes lift (keeps the plane flying), gravity is 
pulling the plane downwards too. Store the planes in your science bag. 

This is the final experiment, so pack away in a box all of the reusable items like scissors, kitchen scales etc. 

Review & complete the 12-piece jigsaw to find the secret energy source. There you will unlock the evil mad 
scientist box and destroy his super power energy source. 

HAND SANITISER 



 



 

Both are taken from Usborne Activities “100 Jet Planes to Fold and Fly” 

 



Jigsaw template:  



Twinkle Twinkle Little Star 
             1 1 5 5 6 6 5 

4 4 3 3 2 2 1 
5 5 4 4 3 3 2 
5 5 4 4 3 3 2 
1 1 5 5 6 6 5 
4 4 3 3 2 2 1 

MUSICAL 
TUNE 
CARDS 
FOR 
GLASS 
JARS 



  Jingle Bells 
3 3 3 
3 3 3 

3 5 1 2 3 
4 4 4 4 
4 3 3 3 

3 2 2 3 2 5 

MUSICAL 

TUNE 

CARDS 



1 2 3 

4 5 6 

1 2 3 

4 5 6 

MUSICAL 
GLASS 
JAR 
LABELS 



Clive Disher Science Camp (Bairnsdale and Sale Joeys) 

Total quantities of Equipment required – Summary (Quantity estimates are for 30 kids)  

Science-related Experiment Consumables  
Large bottle of Hand sanitiser 
Bamboo Skewers (1 pack containing at least 50)    
Roll of Duct PVC tape (>3m required)       
Rubber bands (1 pack of at least 210 bands)     
30x ziplock large bags with labels      
3x bags of Pascall Marshmallows 280g (for wave machine) 
Paper straws (at least 150 required)      
Ball of String (at least 150m required)     
Paperclips (at least 60 required)      
120x Paper cups  
3x bag of fun-size chocolates – Smarties  
3x bag of fun-size chocolates – Maltesers  
Pack of 30 Textas  
Pencils (12 pack)       
A4 coloured paper (at least 90 sheets)     
2-4 packs of Sticky tape with dispensers 
2m of Baking paper 
BluTak (small pack) 
20x Balloons  
Balloon pump (optional)     
60x Wooden spoons 
240x Popsicle sticks  
90x Pom poms       
Kitchen Scales 
2-4x Scissors 
Timer or use mobile phones  
6x Nails 
A Bouncy ball 
An empty tub/bucket/box  
Musical tunes cards (4 copies of each tune printed) 
Musical jar labels (3 copies needed for 6 groups) 
Paper plane instructions (15 copies of each printed – shared in pairs) 
Two blank jigsaws (printed) and leaders to draw maps and cut up before day begins. 
30x empty paper towel rolls 
24x empty glass jars (4x 6 identical jars) 
Water (at campsite) 
Tables and chairs (at campsite) 
Four Long Sticks (at campsite) 
Small rocks or twigs (at campsite) 
4-5x Labcoats (loaned from Secondary College) for evil scientists 
PRIZE: Additional 2x bags of Pascall Marshmallows 280g  

  



 
 



 



 
  



 



 
 

  



These tunes are printed on the earlier Musical Tune cards 

 
  



 

 


